
Mobile stock
management

Hand-held stock
control software.



Get access to real-time and historical 
sales reports at your fingertips. TouchOffice 
Web+ back-office management software 
provides complete control over your 
business from anywhere.

Giving you access to stock, staff, pricing and 
programming, you’ll be able to quickly review stock 
levels, track deliveries, monitor stock in and out and 
place orders for easy replenishment. 

By linking TouchStock with TouchOffice Web+, you can 
also set up automatic stock purchases and schedule 
orders for ‘low stock’ items.

Sync with 
TouchOffice 
Web+. 

A reliable, intuitive stock 
management solution.
Take the pain out of stock management with a hand-held TouchStock solution that 
allows you to count stock, scan barcodes, check deliveries and generate labels. 

TouchStock handles data effortlessly, enabling you to carry out a full or partial digital stock-take 
whenever required. No need to make multiple trips to the shop floor, or to use handwritten notes, as  
any product line can be checked remotely.



Branch to branch. Quicker stock take. 

Transfer stock from one branch
stockholding station to another and
TouchOffice Web+ will update instantly.

Using TouchStock you can perform 
quick and easy stock takes with more 
accuracy, freeing up staff for other tasks.

At the end of the day, quickly scan an
item and enter the quantity of wastage 
to update your stock levels.

Generate labels. 

Sync TouchStock with TouchOffice 
Web+ to generate new shelf-edge 
labels quickly and easily. 

Wastage. 

TouchStock allows you to check your 
orders on arrival, and make any live 
adjustments to your stock take.

TouchStock will confirm whether the 
price on the shelf matches the price 
you’re charging at the till.

Deliveries. Price check. 

Check your stock across multiple 
venues from one location with a 
smartphone or tablet. 

Reduce mistakes. 

Let TouchStock do the work. Generate 
an accurate stock count by scanning 
product barcodes. 

Remote use. 

Simply download TouchStock onto 
your smartphone or tablet and start 
counting your stock straight away. 

Stock can be checked as often as you need. 
TouchStock scans everything item by item, 
allowing you to enter quantities seamlessly. 

Intuitive &
convenient.
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TouchStock allows you to constantly update your stock count on delivery 
days and transfer stock from one location to another with TouchOffice Web+. 
Additionally you can log any wastages, making sure that your stock count is 
always accurate. 

Streamline your operations with one simple,  
fully integrated ecosystem from ICRTouch.

Integrating with the wider ICRTouch ecosystem provides a variety of automated 
solutions, takes the pressure off staff and creates a flexible and efficient work 
environment for your business. 


